[Clinical Characteristics,Treatment Strategies and Prognostic Factors of 254 Cases of Non Hodgkin's Lymphoma].
To analyze the clinical characteristics and prognostic factors of patients with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) in single center of the Northwest area in China for 10 years, so as to provide the evidences for early diagnosis, stratified treatmetn, evaluation of therapeutic efficacy and prognosis, as well as early prevation and so on. The clinical data of 254 patients with NHL were analyzed retrospectively, the clinical characteristics were evaluated by unvariate analysis; then the single factors affecting prognosis were enrolled in multivariate analysis and the independent prognostic factors affecting the survival of patients were summarized. A total of 182 cases achieved CR（71.6%）, PR 30 cases（11.8%）, SD 22 cases（8.7%）, PD 20 cases（7.9%）, and RR 212 cases（83.5%). The statistically significant unfavorable prognostic factors for NHL revealed by univariate analysis included age, invasive, Ann Arbor stage, relapse, and total course of chemotherapy. Cox regression model analysis showed that the Ann Arbor stage, IPI, ECOG, B symptoms, peripheral blood cell levels, short-term efficacy, course to achieve CR, and total course of chemotherapy all were the independent prognostic factors. The incidence characteristics of NHL in this center displayed mainly middle and high-risk B cell type with attacks at young age, aggression and in lymph nodes. For aggressive lymphoma, the single and multiple prognostic factors may provide the significant guides for the treatment, individualized plan and evaluation of prognosis. The course number of chemotherapy is one of the important factors for survival and prognosis, possessed clinical significance, and worth further clinical research for aggressive lymphoma.